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Computer graphics are being applied in an increasingly large number of 
application areas. Long used in Computer Aided Design, graphics is now being 
wiaely usea in business, scientific, and manufacturing. This trend is likely 
to continue as graphic hardware technology improves and novel applications are 
developea. 

braphics hardware performance has a significant and perhaps decisive 
impact on the nature of the man-machine interface that is possible. Because 
there are several performance parameters, applications can become hardware 
specific even if the software is portable. Vector storage terminals which 
aaequately support two dimens i onal drafting packages quickly become unsuitable 
for appl ications with a higher man-machine bandwidth, such as sol ids. Thi s 
paper reports on the use of computer graphic animation in a rather narrow 
application area: robotics. 

RObots are jo i nted machines used to move materials and tools, 
in manufacturing operations. They are usually classified as a 
flexible automation because ~hey are programmable. Robots also imply 
of complexity , so that mechanically simple devices and forms 
automation are normally not inc l uded. 
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One of the major problems i n robotic applications is understanding ,the 
motions that a particular robot is capable of attaining. The end-effector of 
a rObot can be al i gned i n any subset of the six degrees of freedom possible. 
When one examines the typical specification for a particular robot, the 
implication i s maoe that the robot can achieve any comb i nation of the s ix 
aegrees of freedom within this space. For some cartesian coordinate system 
robots, th i s may be true, out genera lly t .here are reg ions wi th in th i s space 
that either the robot cannot attain some orientation and/or roll or cannot 
reach at all. Variations in the end-effector geometry complicates the 
s i tuation. It is impossible beforehand to intuitively anticipate where these 
problems will occur ana difficult and expensive to deal with during the 
i nstallation of a robot. This problem also occurs during the programming of 
the robot in an environment where its tas k can change. As a result, robots are 
rarely used in appl ications where their task changes to a significant degree 
a na insteao frequently oecome a form of f i xed aut omat i on. 

McDonnell Douglas Automation Company has for the last f ew years been 
a eveloping and testing and has recently announced as a product a so f tware 
pack aye usea for designing robot applications. This package, called PLACE, 
uses k inematic moaels of various robots and displays them to the user in an 
an i mated fashion. Animation has proved to be a very desireable cap ability. 
The user can see the robot at each intermediate po s ition which much more 
cl osely reflects the activities ta k ing place on the shop floor. As a result, 
t he user can understand the events occurring with much less effort than would 
oe requirea i f the di s play consisted of static snapsho t s of different 
intervals. If the interv a ls are t oo widely spaced, the intervening c onditions 
are obs cu rea, whi l e c l ose l y spaced intervals result in a lengthy and ted i ous 
ma n-m achine i nteract i on. 
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The use of graphic animation results in the need for a high bandwidth for 
rapid update. This puts certain forms of simulation impractical at the 
present time. For instance, collision detection would be a useful form of 
feeoback to the user. However, the calculation necessary to check all the 
various intermediate configurations of the robot is not possible in the time 
constraints imposed by animation. On the other hand, by using the capability 
of the oisplay to show animation, the user can manually detect collisions by 
using his knowledge of the current state of the robot and by changing the view 
of the rObot in its environment. 

A second graphic animation tool developed at McDonnell Douglas is a robot 
program simulator called ANIMATE. This package was developed to assist in the 
verification and debugging of robot offline programs written in Mdnufacturing 
Contro 1 language (MCl) . MCl was developed at McDonnell Douglas under the 
United States Air Force Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) Program 
in 1980. The output of the MCl processor is an enhanced form of ClDATA, which 
is a data format commonly used in Numerical Control (NC) machines. ANIMATE 
also includes kinematic models of the various devices in a robotic application 
ana provioes a display which resembles that of PLACE. However, instead of 
receiving instructions from the user as in PLACE, ANIMATE interprets the input 
ClDATA file. It also references a set of data generated by PLACE which 
includes the descriptions and relationships of the var i ous devices in the 
robotic application. 

Experience to date has shown that tools such as these can be extremely 
powerful and useful. Ongoing tests of PLACE and ANIMATE in application 
environments have shown them to be highly productive. As more is learned 
about how people can take advantage of animation, significant improvements 
o ver the existing technology is expected. 
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